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As a globally competent student I can use my academic skills to:

**Investigate the World**
- Analyze world issues
- Research questions about other world citizens
- Select primary and secondary sources of evidence
- Use my evidence to analyze the truthfulness for use in an argument.

**Recognize Perspectives**
- Use evidence from history and modern times to challenge my own and others perspectives.
- Work with background knowledge using evidence from history and modern times to create a perspective for an argument.
- Identify and compare different cultures way of looking at life as part of my argument.
- Evaluate multiple perspectives using background knowledge and sources of evidence as part of an argument.

**Communicate Ideas**
- Give and defend arguments that support collaboration among different audiences.
- Argue points related to my research question and how it affects other groups on earth.
- Explain my argument with specific and documented evidence from different perspectives and media.
- Discover and interpret claims of my arguments that could be used to support understanding between different communities.

**Take Action**
- Compare and rank my ideas for taking action while looking at the results of my actions on all groups that are involved.
- Compare and rank my choices for “out of the box” and responsible actions.
- Think over the local and global effects of my choices and think about the questions left without an answer.

ISLC vision: “Inspiring and preparing global citizens”